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We generalize the Brolin-Lyubich theorem for nondegenerate polynomial endo-
morphisms of C2. We prove, for a nondegenerate polynomial endomorphism p
with the hyperbolic restriction to the line at infinity, that its canonical invariant
current v is a complex cycle near the line at infinity in the sense of Sullivanp
Ž Ž . .In¤ent. Math. 36 1976 , 225]255 . Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1-dimensional case, every polynomial map can be holomorphically
extended to the infinity. But this is not the case in higher dimensions. We
call a polynomial endomorphism p nondegenerate if p can be extended to
a holomorphic endomorphism of P2. Let p be a nondegenerate polyno-
mial endomorphism, write
p s p q ??? qp ,k 0
where p : C2 ‹ C2 is a homogeneous map of degree i, i s 0, 1, . . . , k.i
Then that p is nondegenerate is equivalent to say that p is nondegener-k
ate in the following sense
y1  4  4p 0 s 0 .Ž .k
<Let Ł denote the line at infinity and h s pŁ, then h is a rational map
with p as the homogeneous lifting to C2. We can look at p as ank
2 Ž y1Ž . .endomorphism of P with Ł exceptional i.e., p Ł s Ł .
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The space H of all holomorphic endomorphisms of degree k is ak
3N Ž .Ž . Ž w x.Zariski open set of P where N s k q 1 k q 2 y 1 see 4 . The2
space P of all nondegenerate polynomial endomorphisms of C2 ofk
1 Ž .Ž .degree k is a complex subvariety of dimension k q 2 k q 1 . We endow2
P with the metric induced from the Fubini-Study metric of P N.k
Set
K s x g C2 : pn x is bounded in n . 4Ž .p
It is easy to see that K is a compact set in C2.p
Recall that for a holomorphic endomorphism f of P2, the Fatou set is
Ž . Ž .  2  n4‘F f s F f s z g P : f is a normal family in a neighborhood of0 ns1
4 Ž . Ž . 2 Ž . Ž w x.z and the Julia set T f s T f s P _ F f see 4 .0 0
w xFollowing Hubbard and Papadopol 5 , we define the potential function
of p as
1
q n5 5G s lim log pp nkn“‘
G is a continuous plurisubharmonic function; v [ ddcG is a closedp p p
Ž .positive 1, 1 current and can be trivially extended across the line Ł at
Ž .infinity. It is known that the support of v is the Julia set T p . Since Gp p
is continuous, m [ v n v is well-defined and is a probability mea-p p p
2 Ž w x.sure of P see 4 .
<We make a convention that G Ł s q‘ for convenience of notation.p
Ž .  2 4 Ž . 2Set V M s x g P : G ) M , then V 0 s P _ K and every point inp p p p
Ž .V 0 accumulates under iteration to the line Ł at infinity. In Section 2,p
we study the structure of the Julia set of a nondegenerate polynomial
Ž w x.endomorphism, and observe that Hubbard and Papadopol's idea see 5
for the generalization of Bottcher's theorem in two dimensions, appliesÈ
Ž . < Ž . Ž . < Ž .and gives Theorem 1 that p V M l T p is conjugate to p V M lp k pk
Ž .T p for sufficient large M if the induced map h is hyperbolic. Moreover, ifk
Ž . Ž .p is close to p , then the conjugacy can be extended from T p l V 0k p
Ž . Ž . Ž .to T p l V 0 Corollary 2 .k pk
Several generalizations of Brolin-Lyubich theorem to higher dimensions
w xhave been obtained 1, 4, 5 , among others, it is proved by Fronñss and
w xSibony 4 that if a holomorphic endomorphism f has local multiplicity
F k y 1 e¤erywhere, then
1 Unlim f S s cv ,Ž . fnkn“‘
Ž . 2where S is a 1, 1 closed, positi¤e current on P and c is the mass of S. But
the previous theorem does not apply to maps in P since a nondegeneratek
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polynomial endomorphism has local multiplicity at least k at each point of
Ž . Ž .Ł. In Section 3, we prove Theorem 2 that if T h / Ł, then for some
algebraic cur¤e T of degree l, the following equality holds true
1 Unlim f T s lv .Ž . Ž . fnkn“‘
Section 4 concerns the investigation of the canonical current v . Com-p
Ž .bining the preceding two results Theorems 1 and 2 , we get a geometric
Ž .description of v in V M for sufficient large M: if h is hyperbolic, thenp p
< Ž . w xv V M is a complex cycle in the sense of Sulli¤an 10 , more precisely,p p
v , w s w dm ,Ž . H Hp h
Ž .xgT h Lx
Ž . Ž .where L is a fiber of T p l V M through x, w is a smooth 2-formx p
Ž .with support ; V M , m is the Brolin-Lyubich measure associatedp h
with h.
2. CONJUGATE EQUIVALENCES
Let p g P and write p s p q pX, where p g P is homogeneous, pXk k k k
<is a polynomial mapping of degree at most k y 1. Suppose that h s pŁ is
Ž .a hyperbolic rational map, then T h has a neighborhood W ; Ł with
y1Ž .h W _ W and h is expanding with respect to the Poincare metric r onÂ
W in the sense that there are e ) 0 and d ) 1 such that
r h x , h y G dr x , y 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .for any x, y with r x, y F e .
By shrinking W, we can assume that W has a tubular neighborhood
U ( W = D in P2 where D is a disk and r can be extended to U such
that h is uniformly expanding with respect to r in the horizontal direction
Ž . y1Ž . 2 1of U. Write C W for p W j W where p : C _0 ‹ P is the natural1 1
projection. Also set
X s x g V M : pn x g C W for all n .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4M p
PROPOSITION 1. Let p g P be as abo¤e, then for all sufficiently large M,k
Ž . < Ž .there is a unique mapping p : X ‹ T h such that p T h s id and thep M p
diagram
p 6
X XM M
6
p pp p
6
h 6Ž . Ž .T h T h
commutes.
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w xProof. The arguments in the proof of Proposition 9.2 in 5 can be
applied to our case with some corresponding modifications. We omit the
details.
It is easy to see that for any M ) 0
T p l V M s x g V M : pn x g C W for all n ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4k p p kk k
we write X for this set and X for X .0, M 1, M M
THEOREM 1. If p be as in Proposition 1, then
Ž .1 There exists M ) 0 and a unique homeomorphism
f : X ‹ X0, M 1, M
< <conjugating p X to p X .k 0, M 1, M
Ž .2 The fibers of p and p are Riemann surfaces.p pk
Ž .3 The map f satisfies p s p (f, and is analytic on the fibers.p pk
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4 G f s G and f x s x q o x as x “ ‘ for x in X _Ł;p p 0, Mk
< Ž .also f T h s Id.
Proof. The scattering theory argument in the proof of Theorem 9.3 in
w x5 still works in our case. Every step of it can be carried over to our case
with some corresponding modifications. We omit the details.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 1. Let p be the same as in Theorem 1, then T p l V Mp
Ž . Ž .s X , and therefore T p l V M is foliated by Riemann surfaces.1, M p
Ž .Proof. Every point x g X accumulates under iteration on T h1, M
Ž .while every point y g V M _ X converges to some attractive orp 1, M
Ž . Ž .superattractive periodic point. So T p l V M s X .p 1, M
<COROLLARY 2. If h s pŁ is hyperbolic and p is sufficiently close to p ink
Ž . Ž .P , then f can be extended to a homeomorphism from T p l V 0 tok p
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T p l V 0 , and the extension still satisfies 1 ] 4 of Theorem 1.k pk
Proof. Since the interior of K is the superattractive basin of thepk
origin, there is a compact set B contained in the interior of K such thatpk
Ž .the set J [ C W _ B is disjoint from the critical set of p excluding Łk
y1Ž .and satisfies p J _ J.k
Now if p is sufficiently close to p , then by shrinking W and enlarging Bk
y1Ž . Ž . Ž .we can assume that p J _ J. The complete invariance of T p l V 0p
Ž . Ž . Ž .implies that T p l V 0 ; J. So we can first lift f leafwise to T p lp k
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .V Mrk , then to T p l V Mrk , and so on. Of course, this exten-p k pk k
Ž . Ž .sion satisfies 1 ] 4 of Theorem 1.
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X X < XSuppose q g P and write q s q q q , h s q Ł, where q is a polyno-k k
mial map of degree F k y 1 and q is the highest homogeneous term ofk
q. If q is sufficiently close to p, then hX is sufficiently close to h such that
X < Ž X. < Ž . X Žh T h is topologically conjugate to h T h and h is also hyperbolic see
w x.8 . By Theorem 1 this conjugacy can be naturally extended to one
< Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž .between q T q l V M and p T p l V M , which gives the follow-q p
ing
COROLLARY 3. If p is the same as in Theorem 1 and q g P is suffi-k
ciently close to p, then for the same M as in Theorem 1,
Ž .1 There is a homeomorphism
c : T q l V M ‹ T p l V MŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .q p
< Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž .conjugating q T q l V M to p T p l V M .q p
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 The map c satisfies G c s G , p c s p , and is analytic onp q p q
the fibers.
3. CONVERGENCE TO THE CANONICAL CURRENT
In this section, we give a generalization of Brolin-Lyubich theorem for
nondegenerate polynomial endomorphisms of C 2.
< Ž . Ž .Suppose p g P , and h s pŁ. It is easy to see that T h ; T p ,k
Ž . Ž .F h ; F p .
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2. If T h n Ł then T p has no interior point.
Ž .Proof. Suppose to the contrary that T p has interior points and write
Ž . 2B for the interior of T p , then B is contained in C and unbounded. Fix
Ž .a complex line L which passes through the origin and a point in F h .
2 Ž .There exists a neighborhood D of Ł in P such that p D ; D and the
distance between L and B l D is positive. Choose a projective linear
2 Ž . Ž .transformation A of P such that A L s Ł. We see that A B l D is a
2 y1Ž Ž .. Ž .bounded open set in C and satisfies A( p( A A B l D ; A B l D ,
Ž . Ž y1 .which implies A B l D ; F A( p( A . The conjugacy invariance of
Ž .the Fatou set gives B l D ; F p , which is a contradiction.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Because F h ; F p and T h ; T p , every component of F h
Ž . Ž .must be contained in a component of F p . If a component U of F p
Ž .contains a component of F h , then U is dynamically well understood.
Therefore we give the following
Ž .DEFINITION 1. A component of F p _ K is said to be nice if itp
Ž .contains a component of F h , otherwise it is said to be exotic.
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PROPOSITION 3. If h is hyperbolic, then there is no exotic component in
Ž .F p .
Proof. It follows from the proof of Theorem 1.
We propose the following problem: Does there exist an exotic compo-
nent for some p g P ?k
w xThe following lemma follows from the proof of Theorem 4.16 in 4 :
Ž 2 . Ž .LEMMA 1. Let p g P , u is a plurisubharmonic function on C , u l zk
< < Ž .  Ž n. n4‘ 1 Ž 2 .s log l q u z . Then u [ u p rk is precompact in L C and ifn ns1 loc
u con¤erges to n , then n F G .n pi
<Recall that Ł is the line at infinity, h s pŁ.
THEOREM 2. Let T ; P2 _ K be an algebraic cur¤e of degree l whichp
does not contain Ł and does not go through any superattracti¤e periodic point
of h. We ha¤e
Ž .1 If h is hyperbolic, then
1 Unlim p T s lv . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .pnkn“‘
Ž . Ž .2 If h is not hyperbolic, we also require that T h n Ł and T is
Ž .disjoint from T h , then the equality abo¤e still holds true.
Proof. Suppose T is defined by a homogeneous polynomial f. By the
Poincare]Lelong theorem, we seeÂ
Un c np T s dd log f p .Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 n< Ž . <In order to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that u [ log f pnn k l
11 2Ž . < <converges to G in L C . Applying Lemma 1 to log f , we see thep loc l
1 n 1 2< Ž . < Ž .sequence u s log f p is precompact in L C . Now assume unn loc nk l i
converges to a plurisubharmonic function ¤ . Lemma 1 gives ¤ F G .p
Claim: if we have
¤ s G , 3.2Ž .p
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .on F p _ E j K , where E is a nowhere dense subset of F p _ K ,p p
2 Ž .then ¤ s G on C . Indeed, by Proposition 2, T p has no interior point,p
which gives
¤ z s lim sup¤ yŽ . Ž .
y“z
G lim sup ¤ yŽ .
Ž .ygF p , y“z
s lim sup G yŽ .p
Ž .ygF p , y“z
s G z , ;z g E j T p l C2 . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .p
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combining this with Lemma 1 gives ¤ s G on C2 _ K . Since T lies offp p
< <K , we see that ¤ K s 0 s G K , which shows the claim.p p p p
Ž .Let U be a component of F p _ K .p
Ž .1 If h is hyperbolic, by Proposition 1, U contains a component of
Ž .F h . Therefore U is eventually periodic. Without loss of generality, we
Ž Ž ..can assume that U is a fixed component due to the fact that G p x sp
Ž .kG x . T might go through the fixed point z g U or not. We are going top 0
deal with those two cases separately:
Ž .1.1 z f T :0
nŽ .Thus given a compact subset Y ; U, we see that p Y accumulates on
the fixed point z and is eventually far away from T. It follows that there is0
a constant C ) 1 such that for big enough n, on Y, we have
1 l ln n n5 5 5 5p F f p F C pŽ .
C
which gives ¤ s G on Y, hence on U.p
Ž .1.2 z g T :0
Since T does not go through any superattractive periodic point, z must0
be an attractive fixed point.
w x 2Let z : z : z be the homogeneous coordinates of P and assume0 1 2
w x 2  4 Ž .z s 0: 0: 1 . In C s z / 0 , the inhomogeneous coordinates x, y0 0
satisfy:
z z1 2
x s , y s .
z z0 0
To get a close look at the behavior of p near z , we make use of the0
 4inhomogeneous coordinates in V s z / 0 :2
z z0 1
u s , ¤ s .
z z2 2
In V m C2, we have
¤ 1
x s , y s . 3.4Ž .
u u
Ž . Ž Ž1.Ž . Ž2.Ž .. 2 Ž . ŽWrite p x, y s p x, y , p x, y in C . Thus near 0, 0 the point
. Ž . Žz in the coordinates u, ¤ of V, p takes the following form we denote it0
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Ž ..by p u, ¤ :
1 pŽ1. ¤ru , 1ruŽ .
p u , ¤ s ,Ž . Ž2. Ž2.ž /p ¤ru , 1ru p ¤ru , 1ruŽ . Ž .
uk pŽ1. ¤ , 1 q uk r ¤ru , 1ruŽ . Ž .k 1s ,k Ž2. Ž2. kž /u p ¤ru , 1ru p ¤ , 1 q u r ¤ru , 1ruŽ . Ž . Ž .k 2
s ukh u , ¤ , h ¤ q uz u , ¤ , 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where pŽ i. is the homogeneous part of pŽ i. of the highest degree k,k
Ž i. Ž i. Ž . Ž k Ž2.Ž ..r s p y p , i s 1, 2, h u, ¤ s 1r u p ¤ru, 1ru , andi k
uky1r ¤ru , 1ru pŽ2. ¤ , 1 y uky1r ¤ru , 1ru pŽ1. ¤ , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 k 2 k
z u , ¤ s ;Ž . Ž2. Ž2. kp ¤ , 1 p ¤ , 1 q u r ¤ru , 1ruŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .k k 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .both h u, ¤ and z u, ¤ are analytic near z s 0, 0 .0
XŽ .Since l [ h 0 / 0, there exists a sufficient small number e ) 0 such
Ž .that if the point u, ¤ satisfies
< < 2 < < 3u F e ¤ F e , 3.6Ž .
then we have
k 2 3u h u , ¤ F e h ¤ q uz u , ¤ F e .Ž . Ž . Ž .
nŽ . Ž .We write p u, ¤ s u , ¤ , n s 1, 2, . . . . Setn n
2 3< < < <c s max h u , ¤ : u F e ¤ F e 4Ž .1
2 3< < < <c s max z u , ¤ : u F e ¤ F e 4Ž .2
 4c s max c , c , 11 2
< Ž . XŽ . <Without loss of generality, we assume that ec - 1 and h ¤ y h 0 ¤ - e ¤
< < 2 < < 3if u F e ¤ F e .
< < 2 < < 3Thus by direct computation, we see that if u F e ¤ F e , then
< < < < k
n
u F cun
< 2 < k
n
F ce ¤
nkyn2F ce l y e ¤ 3.7Ž . Ž .n
Ž w x .By the strong stable manifold theorem see 6 , page 56 , there exists a
local strong stable manifold S through z such that each point off S inz 0 z0 0
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Ž .a neighborhood of z will eventually satisfy the inequality 3.6 , therefore0
Ž .eventually satisfy the inequality 3.7 .
2 Ž .Now let us go back to work with C where the inequality 3.7 under the
Ž .transformation 3.4 becomes
nŽ .1q1r k y1yn2< <y F ce l y e x , n s 1, 2, . . . , 3.8Ž . Ž .n n
Ž . nŽ .where x , y s p x, y , n s 1, 2, . . . .n n
nŽ . w xThat p x, y converges to z s 0: 0: 1 implies0
xn “ 0, as n “ ‘. 3.9Ž .
yn
Ž . i j i jWrite f x, y s Ý a x y q Ý a x y .iq jsl i j iqj- l i j
Ž . Ž .Combining 3.8 and 3.9 , we see that on any compact subset Y ;
‘ ynŽ .U _D p S , the following equalities hold true:ns1 z0
1 1
n i jlim log f p x , y s lim log a x yŽ .Ž . Ý i j n nn nk Kn“‘ n“‘ iqjsl
1
i j0 0< <s lim log x yn nnkn“‘
l
< <s lim log xnnkn“‘
l
< <s lim log ynnkn“‘
l
s lim log x , yŽ .n nnkn“‘
s lG x , y , 3.10Ž . Ž .p
where i , j in the second equality satisfy0 0
i q j s l , j s max j.0 0 0
iqjsl , a /0i j
Note: In the proof we only use the property that the multiplier of an
attracting point is not equal to 0, so we can apply the argument above to
parabolic points in the sequel.
Ž . Ž .2 If h is not hyperbolic, let U be a component of F p _ K . Therep
are two possibilities:
Ž . Ž .2.1 U is an exotic component of F p _ K . Then every point inp
Ž . Ž .U will accumulate to T h . Since T l T h is empty, we can prove that the
Ž . Ž .equation 3.2 hold true on U _ E in the same way as in 1.1 .
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Ž . Ž .2.2 U is a nice component. As in part 1 , we can assume that U
is a fixed component. If U l Ł is a attracting or parabolic component of
Ž . Ž .F h , then the proof is the same as in part 1.2 . If U l Ł is superattract-
ing, then by assumption T does not pass through the superattracting point
Ž . Ž .in U l Ł. Therefore, Eq. 3.2 follows as in 1.1 . We are left with the case
that U is a fixed Herman ring or Siegel disk. If T is disjoint from U, then
Ž .of course equation 3.2 is true on U. Now suppose that T intersects
nU l Ł at the point x . Let O s h x : n s 1, 2, . . . , for any x g U l 4Ž .0 x
Ł. We know that O is an invariant topological circle. By applyingx
Ž . ŽTheorem 5.5 the strong stable manifold theorem for an invariant com-
. w xpact set of 6 , we have that there is a local stable manifold S forx
each point x g U l Ł and S is a Riemann surface. Now set E sx
‘ ynŽ .D p D S , we see that E is a nowhere dense subset, and thatns1 x g O xx0 nŽ .for any point x g U _ E, the sequence p x will be eventually far away
Ž .from O . It follows that the Equation 3.2 holds true on U _ E by thex 0
Ž .same argument as in part 1.1 .
Remark. If T goes through a superattractive periodic point z of order0
k of h, then there is a constant C and small enough d such that for any0
Ž n.U Ž . Ž . n 20 - d F d , the mass of p T on B z is bigger than k Cd , which0 d 0
1 UnŽ . Ž .implies that x is in the support of the current lim p T . But wen0 n“‘ k
Ž .know that the support of v is T p . So these two currents are not thep
same.
4. THE GEOMETRIC STRUCTURE OF vp
In this section, we apply the results from the previous two sections to
give a geometric description of the canonical current v associated to ap
Ž .map p g P in V M . By Corollary 1, we know that if h is hyperbolick p
Ž . Ž .and M is sufficiently big, then T p l V M is foliated by Riemannp
Ž .surfaces L , where x ranges over T h . We havex
<THEOREM 3. Suppose p g P and h s pŁ is a hyperbolic rational map,k
then
< <v V M s dm V M ;Ž . Ž .H Hp p h p
Ž .xgT h Lx
more precisely, for any smooth 2-form w with the support contained in
Ž .V M , we ha¤ep
v , w s w dm , 4.1Ž . Ž .H Hp h
Ž .xgT p Lx
where m is the Brolin-Lyubich measure of h.h
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Proof. We must first make sense of the right side of the equation 4.1.
Ž .Suppose w is a smooth 2-form with the support of w contained in V M .p
We see that the integral H w is a continuous function in both x and in w.L x
Ž .Therefore the integral H H w dm makes sense and defines a 1, 1x g T Žh. L hx
current. Write U for this current.
Ž .Recall that T h has a neighborhood U ( W = D such that p is
Ž .uniformly expanding in the horizontal direction. Now fix a point x g T h ,0
choose a complex line T in P2 _ K which passes through x and isp
transversal to every horizontal leaf of U. Fix a big enough M such that
Ž .T l V M ; U.p
Since p is uniformly expanding in the horizontal direction of U, we see
1 1U Un n< <lim p T V m s lim p L V MŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .p x pn n 0k kn“‘ n“‘
Ž m. nDefine m s 1rk Ý d g Ł, where d denotes the Dirac mea-n h Ž y .sx y y0
sure concentrated on y. By the Brolin-Lyubich theorem, m converges ton
m . It is easy to see thath
1 Un < <p L V M s dm V M ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H Hx p n pn 0k Ž .xgT h Lx
which gives
1 UnU s lim p L ,Ž . Ž .xn 0kn“‘
combining this with theorem 2 proves the theorem.
If p is sufficiently close to its highest homogeneous term p , byk
Ž . Ž .Corollary 1, we know that T p l V 0 is foliated by Riemann surfacesp
Ž .L where x goes over T h .x
<THEOREM 4. Suppose p g P and h s pŁ is a hyperbolic rational map.k
If p is sufficiently close to p as in Corollary 2, thenk
<v V 0 s dm ;Ž . H Hp p h
Ž .xgT h Lx
Ž .more precisely, for any smooth 2-form w with the support contained in V 0 ,p
we ha¤e
v , w s w dm , 4.2Ž . Ž .H Hp h
Ž .xgT p Lx
where m is the Brolin-Lyubich measure of h.h
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Proof. By Corollary 2 we know that the integral H H w dm makesx g T Žh. L hx
Ž . Ž . 2sense and defines a 1, 1 positive current on V 0 s P _ K . We stillp p
write U for this current. From Theorem 3 we know that v s U onp
Ž . U Ž .V M for large enough M. We also have that p v s kv . So in orderp p p
U Ž .to prove the theorem, we just need to show that p U s kU. To do so,
we make the following observations:
pU U , w s U , p# wŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
s p# w dmŽ .H H h
Ž .xgT p Lx
s h# w dmH H hž /Ž .xgT p Lx
s w dhU mŽ .H H h
Ž .xgT p Lx
s k dmH H h
Ž .xgT p Lx
s kU , w . 4.3Ž . Ž .
U Ž .The fifth identity follows since h m s km ; all the other identitiesh h
follow just by the corresponding definitions, which gives
pU U s kU.Ž .
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